Rueil Malmaison, 30 April 2019

VINCI wins contract to build extension to Confederation Line in Ottawa, Canada
•
•
•

A design, build, finance contract
27.5 km of infrastructure for light rail system
Total value: €1.7 billion

The city of Ottawa has selected East West Connectors, a joint venture led by Kiewit (60%) and VINCI (40%)
through its subsidiaries Eurovia, VINCI Construction Grands Projets and Dodin Campenon Bernard, to
build the extension to the Confederation Line, one of the two lines in Stage 2 of Ottawa’s O-Train light
rail transit (LRT) system.
The contract, worth €1.7 billion, covers design, construction and financing of 27.5 km of infrastructure to
extend the Confederation Line to the west and east. Drawing on the expertise of the various entities,
VINCI, in a joint venture with Kiewit, will build 4 km of cut-and cover tunnels, 20 engineering structures,
16 stations and a maintenance centre. It will also undertake localized widening of 12 km of motorway
and to permit LRT system construction and provide the associated systems such as the power supply,
supervision and voice-data image system, signalling and train control system.
In addition to the Confederation Line extension, Stage 2 of the Ottawa O-Train includes extending the
Trillium Line to the north and south. When Stage 2 is brought into service in 2025, the O-Train LRT will
stretch over almost 64 km and have 41 stations. It will provide rapid and reliable rail service to nearly 80%
of Ottawa’s population and carry up to 48,000 one-way passengers a day during peak periods.

About VINCI
VINCI is a global player in concessions and contracting, employing over 210,000 people in some 100 countries. We design, finance, build and
operate infrastructure and facilities that help improve daily life and mobility for all. Because we believe in all-round performance, above and
beyond economic and financial results, we are committed to operating in an environmentally and socially responsible manner. And because our
projects are in the public interest, we consider that reaching out to all our stakeholders and engaging in dialogue with them is essential in the
conduct of our business activities. VINCI’s goal is to create long-term value for its customers, shareholders, employees, and partners and for
society at large.
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